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Introduction
Two main approaches may be identified in the currently popular sociological discussions about risk.
First, many sociologists claim the current practices of risk result from late 20 th century and early 21 st
century societal developments. Accordingly all societies everywhere have entered a new epoch
which results into new form of societal relationship to risks (e.g. Beck, 1992; Giddens, 1990;
Furedi, 2006). Second, in another popular discussion, it has been argued that risks are always the
result of cultural interpretations, not merely of `objective´ technical calculations of probabilities and
impacts of unwanted events. Sociologists should also thus not study the tools and techniques of risk,
but instead, the ways that people perceive risk inside their cultural groups (Douglas & Wildavsky,
1982).
These are relevant and important considerations for guiding research. Yet, at the same time, often
they tend not to be sensitive to the diversity of the ways that technical experts and safety specialists
are already managing insecurity. In the research project Managing Insecurity: Risk and
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Technologies of Welfare, based at the University of Helsinki, Faculty of Social Sciences, we
concentrate thus on the techniques that translate concerns over welfare and security into risks and
the ways how these risks are implemented in the daily practices of people. By being empirically
sensitive to the different expert ways of dealing with risks, we strive to avoid the presumption that
all contemporary risks result from one general societal development, or that every risk is either
completely cultural or completely `objective´ to start with.
The empirical subprojects of the Managing Insecurity project analyze different topics related to the
technologies of welfare in Finland: private insurance, social insurance, health care and electricity
supply. The research question of my dissertation project is: How does risk figure in the managing
electricity supply in Finland? The research is grounded on two separate cases. The first of these is
based at the level of national security and defence policy. According to earlier research regarding
the US, the construction of critical infrastructures as a national security problem in the 20

th

and 21st

century has happened through a number of steps, from “concern with critical systems upon which
modern society, economy and polity depend” to “the identification of vulnerabilities of these
systems and of threats that might exploit these vulnerabilities as matters of national security” and
finally the “effort to develop techniques to mitigate system vulnerabilities” (Collier & Lakoff, 2008,
24).
Adapting these and other related research approaches (Kristensen, 2008; Collier, 2006; Edwards,
2003), I want to study the emergence of infrastructures as a national security problem in Finland.
Semiotic analysis methods (Silvast, 2006, 2009; Greimas, 1980/1966; Sulkunen & Törrönen 1997a,
1997b) are employed, and focus is placed on the capabilities, obligations and agency associated
with infrastructures, the notion of dependence on them, the notion of vulnerability because of this
dependence and the figurations of the concept risk and the related preparedness and prevention. As
for empirical material, the case uses Finnish security documents from the 2000s. To lesser extent,
background information from security expert interviews and participation in infrastructure-security
themed seminars is also employed.
National policy is an increasingly powerful way of constructing infrastructures as a security
problem (Collier & Lakoff, 2008; Kristensen, 2008). Yet, at the same time, it is not the only topic
domain where infrastructure risk may figure. To illustrate this, the second case of the dissertation
inverts the research design from the previous case: instead of concentrating on the `high´ level of
national security and defence policy, the case analyzes the `low´ basis of normally invisible layers
of infrastructure operation (see Bowker & Star, 1999). Building on research results from earlier
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studies and analyses, it will concentrate on the local and situated skills that are needed for the
operating a large technological system (Steenhuisen, 2009; Roe & Schulman, 2008; De Bruijne,
2006) and the effects of automation, ownership of organizations, weather conditions, customer
welfare and competitive market logics to infrastructure provision (Kumpulainen et al, 2006;
Graham & Marvin, 2002). To this end the case asks the following research question: what are the
key meanings and daily practices related to infrastructure risks for technicians who work in the two
control rooms of an electricity distribution company in a Finnish town? The duties of these rooms,
on-going 24 hours a day seven days a week, are trading electric power at the common Nordic
electric power exchange Nord Pool in the so-called energy market control room and maintaining the
town's electricity distribution networks in the so-called electricity distribution control room. The
research of the rooms relied on interviews and participant observations which were carried out
during six days of the technicians' work in 2008. For learning more about control room practices
and terminology, I have also spent a number of days in different infrastructure control rooms in
Netherlands together with a research group from the Delft University of Technology, Faculty of
Technology Policy and Management.
For the remainder of this extended abstract, I summarize preliminary research results from the two
cases and then briefly discuss them in the concluding section.
Constructing a national security problem
The first case of the dissertation studied how electricity supply has been constructed as a Finnish
national security problem. The analysis starts by noting that there exists two normative rationalities
of technology security in Finland: the security of supply thinking , which goes back to the defence
economic planning of the 1950s and was later articulated in the Security of Supply Act and the
founding of the National Emergency Supply Agency in 1992, and the vital functions thinking,
which stems from Finnish security and defence policy concerns for internationalization and new
security risks from the early 2000s and was not originally concerned with securing technological
systems, but with defining the heterogeneous `functions´ – for example the economy, state affairs
and military defence – that are needed for the maintaining of the Finnish `society´. I have chosen to
study this latter thinking, because it articulates an important aspect of infrastructure risk: namely, if
infrastructures are understood as “those systems without which contemporary societies cannot
function” as sociologist Paul Edwards (2003, 187) has written, then it is fruitful to look at what is
understood as this `society´ and its `functioning´ in the context of national policy. As far as I know,
this kind of focus on society's vital functions is also rather original instance in the international
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policies of critical infrastructure protection – though not always acknowledged to be so by security
experts (see the national review of infrastructure protection policies by Finnish security experts in
Abele-Wigert & Dunn, 2006). Moreover it has seen three official strategies in 2003, 2006 and
forthcoming in 2010 respectively thus facilitating comparisons for changes within security
discourses.
The case documents that the vital function strategies have indeed seen abrupt changes with style of
writing and vocabularies between 2003 and 2006. Towards the 2006 strategy, the vital functions
thinking becomes increasingly preoccupied with technological malfunctions, and for this end the
official strategy starts to employ technocratic security concepts `vulnerability´ and `dependence´.
Accordingly it is actors such as the `whole society´ or all `services in the society´ that have become
`dependent´ on `technology´ such as information and communication technologies and energy
supply, and hence `vulnerable´ to technological breakdowns. Conversely, in the 2003 strategy, the
concept `dependence´ still mostly points to `threats´ that are the result of action states or other
political and societal actors: for example, energy import dependency is presented first of all a
geopolitical problem not a technological dependency problem. Also the concept `infrastructure´
changes markedly between the 2003 and 2006 strategy: instead of being the capacity for provision
of vital functions as in 2003, in 2006 infrastructures become themselves defined as one of the
society's vital functions that we are dependent on and that need to be protected.
As for the figurations of tools and techniques, where as protection of critical infrastructure in the
US (Kristensen, 2008) and the EU (European Council, 2008) promotes the calculation of the
probabilities and impacts of unwanted events through the technique of risk, calculation seems not to
be the only or even the main technique that figures in the Finnish reasoning about society's vital
functions. Instead, the techniques of prevention and preparedness are prescribed to ministries and in
2006 increasingly also to private businesses, and these techniques supplement planning for risk with
regular crisis exercises and the creative imagining of disaster scenarios. This I would claim
represents a precautionary approach to risk: the exercises and scenarios, like the precautionary
principle, do not rely on systematically measured formalized data – for the respective complex
threats, this data does not nearly always exist – but instead on `worst-case hypotheses´ imagined by
security experts. This marks also, perhaps an unexpected, analogy from the Finnish infrastructure
security considerations to currently topical European political discussions on precaution with
respects environmental risks, consumer protection and medical accidents (Callon et al, 2009).
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Control room risk
Inverting the research design from the first case, the second case of the dissertation analyzes
infrastructure risk at the `low´ basic level of control rooms where electricity supply systems and
energy markets are being operated. This control room work, in first appearance, is highly routine
and standardized. The routine character is most of all reflected on the workers' opinions about what
they do. Several energy market room technicians reported that their work is almost wholly
subsumed under the economic demands of making profitable stock exchanges on the energy
markets. For the distribution room’s workers, they told me that their work strives for maintaining
the physical well-being, health and safety of customers and line workers and avoiding material
losses that result from technical breakdowns, in this order of priority. Towards these ends the work
was reported to follow strict laws, standards and practical protocols. Risks that went beyond these
practices seemed to be superfluous for the workers, leading one of them even to conclude that there
is no security risk in the work.
However, the ethnographic analysis of the data showed a rather different side of the daily practices.
Its main result is that risks are not only managed and prevented, but also made and taken in action
(see also Roe & Schulman, 2008, 114). What appears as rather planned and economic on the level
of worker discourse is on closer ethnographic analysis constantly marked by the using of practical
rules of thumb, skill, tacit knowledge, habits, team work and adapting to changing situational
contexts. Rain, for example, increases heat consumption, and the setting of street lights increases
electricity consumption, and the always unpredictable happening of these events requires
improvisations from the technicians. Firing up an electricity generator, as another example, requires
cautionary and skillful coordinations between the control room and the power plant before the
economic decision of selling the energy can be made. Also the distribution control room has
analogical tension between anticipation of uncertainties and improvisation in their respect: the work
is highly standardized and follows law and protocols, but each fault situation is reportedly also
different and requires creative adaptations by the technicians. This is perhaps also impacted by the
control room being at the junction of several interconnected technical systems. Electricity blackouts
may have repercussions in many other systems and provisions such as district heating and
customers' household equipment. On the other hand, the risks of electricity supply and energy
markets can be sparked by risks of other technologies such as telecommunications, district heating,
building sites, maintenance and computers, in some cases also by household electricity supply. It is
easy to assume that this places exceptional demands on the workers' abilities to act with respects the
turbulent behaviors of diverse technological systems.
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Conclusions
Assuming that contemporary risk stems from one common societal development, or that risk is
always interpreted through the glens of fixed cultural interpretation models, is often relevant and
provides important insights. But at the same time, arguably there is some attention to detail these
perspectives may be omitting. This paper has documented that for experts and professionals,
infrastructure risk is a construction that finds rather different local and situated figurations. The first
case results that when national security, economic security, public health or public safety is at stake,
infrastructure security experts withdraw at least partly from risk calculations and fall back on
imagining the `worst hypothesis´ in a precautionary manner. The second case illustrates that in
maintaining a large technological system, routine plans and calculations sometimes have to be
abandoned for the active tinkering with risks. Based on these results, perhaps it is best to summarize
infrastructure risk a contingent set of responses to larger problematizations (see Collier, Lakoff &
Rabinow, 2004; see also Langumier, 2010). When problematizations change for example at the
national policy level or at the working environment of electricity technicians, so must the risk
responses, and even though it has not been documented by this research, perhaps one can assume
that also the opposite effect is possible: that sometimes the routine deployment of risk responses can
itself create new problems or even disasters (Langumier, 2010). This dynamic interrelationship
between risk responses and larger problems I would argue merits further attention both with the
research of infrastructures and broader debates about risks and anticipating the future.
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